


I "A travel t1-ailer is not an apartment, nor
a small house, nor an airplane, nor a boat;
it is a little bit of all these things ... with
a lot more thrown in!" - Wally Byam

Wally Byam knew travel trailers as no one else ever did. One of the earliest

manufacturers, Wally is universally recognized as the father of the travel

trailer industry in America. But just manufacturing wasn't enough for

Wally Byam. Wally not only built them, he used them; he not only used

them himself but through the Wally Byam Caravans, he opened unlimited
vistas of trailer travel to thousands who searched for adventure and new

experiences. Canada, Mexico, Central America, Cuba, all of Europe and

even dark Africa became "home" for a night, a few days and sometimes

weeks for Wally and those who followed him.

Through such intensive use of a trailer, the tremendous lack of acces

sories to make trailer living more complete became obvious. The fact that

most of the items we take for granted at home are not adaptable for

trailer use, became a source of constant frustration for Wally.

An item that depends on electricity, for example, has only limited use in a

trailer because electricity is not always available. An article that is bulky

or heavy is impractical because storage space is at a premium and weight

is always a prime consideration to the person who tows a travel trailer.

Some particular thing may be beautiful and might perform perfectly in the

sedentary environment of the home; but if it can't withstand road vibra

tions, if it's fragile or if it is affected by varying climate conditions, it

becomes impractical for use in a travel trailer whose very existence is the

result of a desire for mobility ... movement ... unlimited travel.

During his travels Wally started gathering many items and accessories that

met the exacting requirements of trailering. His original intention was to

provide a readily available storehouse of such items for all trailerists.

Wally's death in 1962 prevented him from seeing the completion of this
effort but the team he left in charge brought his plan to fruition ... this,

the first Wally Byam Stores catalog, is the result of that program Wally

had hoped to accomplish.

But this is only the beginning. Airstream executives of the Wally Byam

team will continue to lead Caravans all over the world to bring back new

items to be included in the Stores inventory. Airstreamers will continue to

recommend items which have made their travels more pleasant ... and

the Wally Byam Stores will provide the opportunity for all trailerists to share

in the enjoyment of these exciting new finds.

You may order anything listed in this catalog with complete confidence.

All merchandise has been thoroughly tested by experienced trailer travelers

and is offered to you with an unconditional money-back guarantee. If any

item is not what we say it is or what you thought it would be, your money

will be promptly refunded.

Should you want to see any merchandise before buying, we cordially invite

you to visit our Wally Byam Stores showrooms at either of the Airstream

factories. You will also find that most of the merchandise is -already on

display at Airstream dealers throughout the country.

Browse through these pages. We feel confident you will find in the Wally

Byam Stores many new items that will help you enjoy trailering at its

very best!



125-WBM AIRSTREAM JACK PAD - Why carry around bricks, two-by-fours
and other heavy items to keep your tongue jack from burying itself in the
ground. The lightweight, cast aluminum Airstream jack pad provides a posi
tive anchor for the front of the trailer. A raised circular ridge in the center of
the plate holds the tongue jack in place. Will not sink into soft surfaces.
Easy to use, easy to store. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $3.75

207-BWTA AIRSTREAM BAT-PAK - This is the answer to extra battery
power. Developed, tested and approved by Wally Byam for the trailer traveler.
The Bat-Pak mounts in the trunk of your car or in the extreme rear of your
station wagon. Accommodates a 12 volt battery and has a fiberglass case
with a latched top, complete with wiring harness and ignition switch con
trol and an overload protection device. An additional source of power for
off-the-road trailering and for use in those situations where your trailer is
parked in a remote spot for several days. The Bat-Pak serves as a reservoir
to bring up the level of the charge of the battery in your trailer. It is con
stantly being recharged while you drive your car. When you return to your
trailer and hook up, the charge in the Bat-Pak levels with the charge in the
trailer's battery. Thus you may remain indefinitely in that secluded spot by a
mountain stream or in the wilderness! Recommended for use by Around The
World Caravanners. Shipping weight 12 Ibs. $43.75 (Less battery)

89-BB SAFETY HITCH PIN - This Safety Hitch Pin is the easiest to use we
have ever found. You simply push down on your ball lock, insert the pin
through the lock and hook the spring wire around the end which protrudes.
One piece. You should carry an extra one because they do get lost occa
sionally. Once it is installed, however, you need never fear that your ball lock
will become unlocked while you are traveling. Shipping weight 2ozs. $.40

96-WTM MET-ALL - Make your aluminum trailer look like new. Unquestion
ably, MET·ALL is the finest polish ever developed. Renews the original luster
of virtually all types of metal. MET-ALL not only cleans and polishes alumi
num, it also adds a protective covering which will keep your trailer looking
new. Trailer owners tell us two cans will completely refinish a 26' trailer.
Comes in 2 lb. can. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $3.90

77-BT 12-VOLT 25 WATT LIGHT BULBS - 12-Volt light bulbs with a regular
'screw-in' base are difficult to find when you need one in a hurry. It is our
suggestion that you carry a supply in your trailer. It is true they don't burn
out real often but when you need one, you usually need it in a hurry and
you are generally in an inaccessible place. Package of 6, shipping weight
14 ozs. $3.00
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132·REX 220-BMT

TIP-PROOF COASTERS- With Tip-Proof vacuum principle coasters, bever
ages and snacks stay put. The rubber base adheres to any smooth surface.
Leave your glasses in the Tip-Proof Coaster on the table or galley top ... this
will make a safe way of carrying your glasses while pulling your trailer. No
amount of jarring, pushing or twisting will upset the glasses. These Tip-Proof
Coasters leave no moisture ring. Also, attractively packaged sets of one Tip
Proof bottle holder and four coasters.
247-WTR Set of 4 Coasters, shipping weight 1 lb .
248-BMM 1 Bottle Holder, 4 Coasters, shipping weight 11/2 Ibs.

194·WBA SNAp·ON HANGERS BY AIRSTREAM-A Wally Byam Stores
exclusive! One of the first problems encountered by the users of travel trail
ers is to keep clothes hangers on a rod while the trailer is on the road. The
Snap-On Hanger is the result of thousands of travelers faced with the prob
lem of rehanging their clothes at every stop. Ingeniously designed to snap
easily onto the clothes rod and will not come off while the trailer is in transit.
Made of heavy steel wire, in the exact shape of a regular clothes hanger and
adjusts to fit clothes rods of various diameters. Bright brass finish. In pack-
ages of eight. Shipping weight 2 Ibs $3.00

126·WRA STABILIZING JACKS - Keep your trailer on the level! This stabiliz
ing jack is constructed of sturdy but lightweight cast aluminum that never
rusts. Eliminates the problem of an unstable trailer when not on the road.
Features a broad base with adjusting screws. Once the trailer is level, a lock
nut is secured and your trailer will remain level for as long as you leave it
parked. Like all Wally Byam Store items, this one is practical and easy to
use. Nest one inside the other for compact storage. Shipping weight 7 Ibs.
Set of 2 $7.95

132-REX HITCH LOCK BALL - Eliminate forever the worry of someone
stealing your trailer while you are off making those delightful little side trips
or running into town to replenish your larder. The Hitch Lock Ball is an easy
to-use device requiring virtually no storage space. Simply slip the Hitch Lock
Ball into your hitch, lock it with your locking device and a small padlock and
your trailer will be right where you left it when you return. Here's real security
at a very low price. Shipping weight 1 lb ... $2.49

220-BMT REESE LEVELALL - This is the finest level yet developed for the
trailerist. Mounts on the trailer tongue or any other convenient surface. It is
completely self-adjusting and you can tell if your trailer is level fore and aft
as well as side to side. Wally was the first to discover that certain gas appli
ances· and accessories did not work properly unless they were on a level
surface. As a result, this particular level was developed. Shipping weight
6 ozs $4.95
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2I9·SSX FLAME LIGHTER - One of the most useful items we have ever seen
for the trailerist. In fact, when we showed the sample to Art Costello, he was
so enthusiastic that he kept the sample for his own use. This is a battery
operated flame lighter for lighting hard-to-get-at pilot lights such as burners
of water heaters, gas range and space heaters. Simple to operate ... you press
a button and a little glow light ignites pilot. Eliminates the use of paper and
all of the other hazardous means people have devised for lighting pilots.
Recommended for use by Around The World Caravanners. This is a Wally Byam
Stores exclusive. Shipping weight 8 ozs. $2.95

I34-MTM NYLON TOW ROPE- Wally maintained you should never travel
without a tow rope. Matter of fact, on his Caravans this was a necessary item
before departure. Since trailer travelers are adventurers by nature, they con
tinually get themselves into spots where they need help. This 25 ft. tow rope
has hooks at each end and adjusts to fit any bumper. May mean the difference
between staying mired for hours or getting out quickly. We recommend at
least two. The rope is made of 1f2" nylon with a strength of 6200 pounds.
Recommended for use by Around The World Caravanners. Shipping weight
3 lbs. $9.95

I35-MAX SCRAP TRAP - Veteran traveler Andy Charles believes that the
Scrap Trap is one of the most useful items ever developed for trailer travelers.
This handy little disposal eliminates the problem of what to do with table
scraps, coffee grounds, etc., in a most sanitary manner. The handy trap screws
onto the inside of the door under the sink and holds the waxed-treated bags
in place in a closed position while traveling. When it is full, it is simply thrown
away and a new bag put into its place. Scrap Trap ends 'garbage can blues'
and unwanted odors. Extra bags come in packets of 25 or 50. Shipping weight
2lbs ..... $2.25
I37-YB 25 bags, shipping weight 1 lb. $ .69
I36-SM 50 bags, shipping weight 2 Ibs $1.29

235-YB THERM-SEAL TAPE - This self-adhering plastic foam tape has a
thousand and one uses. It will keep screens and storm doors air tight and
rattle-free, stops drafts and dust, quiets rattles in cars and trailers, prevents
slipping rugs, cushions slamming doors. Will sticK to metal, glass, wood, plas
tic or most any other surface. Tape is 3Js" wide, a full l!4" thick and IT in
length. Shipping weight 8 ozs. $1.00

I04-TM SHOOT-A·L1TE- A small, metal pistol-shaped flint gun to light any
gas appliance or pilot light. In fact, it will light any burner that you can light
with a match. Eliminates the worries of "Where are the matches?" It is never
too windy or too damp for your Shoot-A-Lite to work. Uses a special designed
flint that gives you hundreds of lights on one flint. Shipping weight 4 ozs. $1.30
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108-00X TST - A trailer septic tank cleaner and deodorizer in concentrated
form developed by a veteran travel trailerite. Mr. Lindner, developer of TST,
was retired, but now has reactivated his business to supply the needs of
trailerites. Simply empty the septic tank, close the valve and add one gallon
of water and two ounces of TST. Let stand for two or three hours, or longer.
TST is an excellent disinfectant during regular use of the septic tank too. This
is a quality product, well received by travel trailer users. Comes in 2 con-
venient sizes. 108-00X 1 qt., shipping weight 3 Ibs $1.75
109-WAO 1/2 gal., shipping weight 5 Ibs $2.95

20-STY CORDLESS PORTABLE TABLE LAMP - A superb table lamp that
lives a double life! Two kinds of power make this lamp both practical and
versatile. Use it as a cordless lamp when you are not hooked up. Its self
contained power supply gives you plenty of good, bright light. When you
prefer, plug it into any 110 volt AC outlet. Cord or cordless, you shall have
light wherever you go. The shade is smartly styled, 'tangle' pattern fiber
glass, the base is finished in a lustrous gold tone to blend with any decor.
A "must" for yourself, a perfect gift item for someone else! Shipping weight
7 Ibs $13.95

208-BAO SUPPLEX HOSE - Charlie Keefer has always insisted we must
have a high quality water hose to offer trailerites. This Supplex Hose is our
answer, and we are proud of it. Andy Charles has tested it and finds it true
to the manufacturer's claims. This is a pure white, nylon-reinforced hose
that will withstand virtually any pressure. Supplex Hose is the best on the
market. We offer it in 25 ft. and 50 ft. lengths. 208-BAO 25 ft. length, ship
ping weight 4 Ibs. $4.95. 209-YAO 50 ft. length, shipping weight 6 Ibs. $6.95.
321-BAS green nylon reinforced 5/s" hose for multiple hook-ups at rallies.
25 ft., shipping weight 5 Ibs $5.35

66-BE WATER THIEF - How many times have you gone for water only to
find that you can't get your hose on because the faucet has no threads?
Put an end to this with a Water Thief, Caravanners' name for this handy
faucet adapter. The Water Thief is adjustable to fit virtually any size faucet.
Just slip it on and connect your hose. Saves the back breaking labor of
hauling water a few gallons at a time. The Water Thief is one of those
"must" items for every trailerist. Shipping weight 6 ozs $.59

105-MR TEN-X - Accidents will happen, and as a result leaks occasion
ally appear in travel trailers. Ten-X comes in both aluminum and clear and
will'stop mendable leaks immediately. A five-ounce tube of either color will
last virtually the life of any travel trailer. Shipping weight 6 ozs $1.15

93-SM REESE HITCH BALL LUBE - Clean, handy, and easy to use - just
a few drops will lubricate your hitch ball and add years to its life. Eliminates
annoying squeaks and grating noises. Be sure to get Reese Lube "on the
ball." Shipping weight 8 ozSo, $1.25
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222-BE BATHTUB STOPPER - This unique Snap-Tite stopper lets you use
the trailer drain pipe system as a limited, temporary holding tank for wash
water. This is very important in certain state and national parks, or on other
occasions when you have to park your trailer where you cannot drain off the
refuse water. The Snap-Tite stopper is adjustable from 1%" to 1Jls" and
prevents water or dust from backing up into tub or lavatory. Just keep your
exterior drain outlet closed, use "Snap-Tites" in your inside sink and tub
drains, and you create your own built-in drain water holding tank. Recom
mended for use by the Around The World Caravanners. Shipping weight
2 02S $.50

104-00 ALADDIN KNIFE SHARPENER - A royal reception in every trailer
awaits the Aladdin Knife Sharpener. It will put the finest edge on regular,
hollow ground or stainless steel knives. Improved carbide sharpening jewels.
Simple and economical to operate. There is no motor or other moving parts
that require servicing or replacement. Easily installed on any surface or
wall with two screws. Comes in three decorative colors red, yellow and
sandalwood. Shipping weight 6 02S $1.95

98-TE HUMPHREY MANTLES FOR BUTANE LIGHTS - Many trailers on
the road today are still using butane lights and Wally Byam Stores offers
you a package of three soft mantles for replacements. It hardly seems
sensible to travel without extra mantles since they do have to be replaced
on occasion. Shipping weight 1 02 $1.00

127-MSE KIDDE COMPACT FIRE EXTINGUISHER - Why take a chance on
major damage to your trailer due to a carelessly started fire? The Kidde
Extinguisher offers excellent protection and takes up so little space. This
21h pound dry chemical extinguisher is effective against all types of fires.
It is Underwriters Approved and also approved by the United States Coast
Guard. Will even extinguish oil and gasoline fires. The extinguisher never needs
to be recharged or refilled until after it has been used. After use, just put a
new recharged unit in the fire extinguisher head. Comes complete with a hang
ing bracket. Recommended for use by Around The World Caravanners. Ship
ping weight 6 Ibs., $13.95. 128-BRM Refill, shipping weight 5 Ibs., $4.95

69-RR FILL-SPOUT STRAINER - Here is a stainless steel fill-spout strainer
to strain the water supply as you fill the water tank in your trailer. It goes
under the pressure cap and fits in any 11/4" fill-spout. The stainless steel
strainer is 6" long. A very useful item any time ... particularly valuable when
you are uncertain of local water. Shipping weight 3 02S ... $2.00

86-MM SPAR-VAR AL.UMINUM SPRAY PAINT - Spray paint is a "must"
item, since some scratches and mars are unavoidable. Apply to exposed
metal surfaces to obtain a new, shiny lustre. Stops rust too. Keep your
trailer bright looking all the time. Contains a full sixteen ounces of touch
up aluminum paint in easy-to-use aerosol can. Shipping weight 2 Ibs., $1.39
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87-WM BYAM HOOKS-These uniquely designed hooks are commonly
known in the trailer field as Byam Hooks simply because Wally had them
all over his trailer. Easily put up. Install several in your bedroom so that you
have a place to hang those clothes at night which you normally wouldn't put
on a hanger. Utensils can be hung on them, stretch your clothes line - there
are literally dozens of uses for this sturdy aluminum Byam Hook. We have had
people all over the country write for a supply of these hooks; as simple as
they are, they are difficult to find. Shipping weight 1 oz $ .35
175-WWB JERRY JUG - With Art Costello's assistance we finally came up
with a high impact plastic jug in which you can carry gasoline, water, etc.
These lightweight jugs are virtually indestructible. They're easy to clean,
will not absorb any taste and will not rust. Comes complete with a hide
away pouring spout and vent tube for easy pouring. All veteran trailerites
carry some type of a jug or can, and this particular one serves most all
needs best. In 3 sizes: 175-WWB 1 gallon, shipping weight 2 Ibs $2.49.
l76-WMT 2V2 gallon, shipping weight 3 Ibs $3.49.
177-BTE 5 gallon, shipping weight 4 Ibs $6.00

68-YEW WATER PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE - Art Costello insists that
a water pressure reducer is the best insurance against water pressure
problems while trailering. When you hookup to strange water pressure
systems, you have no idea what the pressure might be. It can be anywhere
from 50 Ibs. to 300 Ibs. This valve, especially designed for Wally Byam
Stores, maintains a regular pressure of 40 Ibs. regardless of hookup. This
eliminates any possibility of blown out water tanks, damaged water faucet
washers and bursting water hoses. Simple to install. Recommended for use
by Around The World Caravanners. Shipping weight lib $7.50
168-WBW SCREEN DOOR GUARD - The finest protection for your screen
door. Made of heavy nickle-plated steel wire. The attractive guard attaches
to your trailer door at four corners with four metal screws supplied with
the door guard. It measures 16" wide from center of mounting hole to
center of mounting hole and 23%" high, center-to-center of mounting hole.
Shipping weight 3 Ibs.... $3.95

238-YE INSTANT COCKTAILS - Now you can amaze your guests with
cocktails that taste like 'Joe the bartender' just made them! All you need
is the basic liquor ... a bottle of gin, bourbon and rum ... and a package
of Instant Cocktails. For a divine martini simply empty the Martini Mix
into a glass ... add gin ... and watch it transform into a blissfully dry
martini right in your glass! There are four Instant Cocktail mixes ... mar
tini, manhattan, whisky sour and daiquiri. Each envelope makes one per
fect cocktail and there are six envelopes in a package. Instant Cocktails
are both convenient and thrifty. No more guesswork, mixing, spilling or
fussing. No breakage, no waste and of course, no storage problem. Package
of 6, shipping weight 4 ozs... $.50
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216-BAE PATIO CLOTH - Your trailer will stay cleaner if you spread this
heavy canvas patio cloth at the door whenever you park. Prevents tracking
soil into the trailer. The 4-foot by 6-foot patio cloth was specially designed
for Wally Byam Stores. It has ten brass grommets and comes complete
with ten large spikes for holding it to the ground. Made of heavy IO-ounce,
mildew-resistant green duck that should last virtually forever. Adds a note
of welcome too! Shipping weight 4 Ibs $4.95

215-BEE CLAMP-ON UMBRELLA - On beautiful sunny days we all like to
move out of our trailers and it isn't always possible to find shade. With
the clamp-on umbrella you carry your shade with you. Will clamp on the
back of any chair. Made in bright colors with your choice of green and
white, yellow and white, and red and white panels. Although Wally never
sat still long enough to use this type of item, he said it was one of the
cleverest things he had ever run across. Shipping weight 2 Ibs $4.95

129-BTE CURITY FIRST AID KIT - Here is that extra margin of safety
when you are miles from a doctor's office. The Curity First Aid Kit contains
two rolls of cotton gauze (one 1" and the other 2" wide), plastic Band
Aids, a tourniquet, burn ointment, spirits of ammonia, merthiolate, 1"
adhesive tape, pair of scissors and two sterile pads. Everything for an
emergency in one compact easily-stored container. Recommended for use
by Around The World Caravanners. Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. $4.50

22I-RR MILE-O-GRAPH - How frustrating it is to try to add up those
hard-to-read figures on a map to see how far it is to the next town, your
next stop or your complete vacation trip. With a Mile-O-Graph, it's easy!
You simply set the graph to the scale of your map, trace the route you in
tend to follow and read the dial when you are finished. You can quickly
see how far it is to your next stop. Shipping weight 2 ozs .. $1.98

64-BTT OGDEN PURIFIER PACKS- Your purifier pack in the Ogden Puri
fier should be replaced at least every five months if water flow is under
two pints per minute. You should also replace it if you store your trailer
for any length of time because a pack that is dried out is ineffective. Be
sure to carry one replacement pack at all times. Recommended for use by
Around The World Caravanners. Shipping weight 7 ozs. $3.95
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182-MME KIT STOOL - Wally was always on the lookout for a high quality
compact, lightweight stool to take along in his trailer and this was his
answer. It is made of rugged, top quality 1" heavy gauge aluminum with
solid steel cadmium plated bolts. Seat and backs are made of heavy water
repellent canvas heavily stitched with two carrying handle grips of wide,
sturdy webbing. There is a zipper bag on each side plus two open patch
pockets on one side. We sold completely out of these at our Florida Rally
three hours after we opened our store. 16" high. Shipping weight 3 Ibs., $9.95

117-AE TIE-DEE SEWER HOSE COUPLER - Tie-Dee is ideal for those occa
sions when extra length of sewer hose is necessary to reach a sewer outlet.
It will connect your sewer hoses in a smooth connection allowing free flow
of sewage. It also can be used for attaching your sewer hose to your sewer
dropout. Can be used over and over. Shipping weight 5 ozs .. $.65

73-ST SKIPPER HITCH - Early in Wally's career, he learned there were
many occasions when certain items had to be lashed down to keep them
from bouncing around. The Skipper Hitch is a 16" live rubber lashing de
vice with hooks on either end, perfect for items difficult to store. A real
convenience for the trailer traveler. Shipping weight 5 ozs $1.50

186-BTE TOTE GRILL - Enjoy charcoal broiled cooking wherever you go!
The Tote Grill is just the thing for cooking outdoors on a hot day when you
want to keep the trailer interior cool. The tripod legs are adjustable for
uneven surfaces, the fire pan has a 3-position adjustment and the 101/2"
by 14%" cooking surface is perfect for the medium-sized family. Comes
with its own storage and carrying case so it can be stored any place in the
trailer without concern for dirtying the area. Many Caravanners wouldn't
be without their Tote Grill, and you won't want to be without yours! Ship-
ping weight 8 Ibs $5.95

103·YRS GROTE FLARE KIT - If you travel you should carry warning equip
ment and hope you never have to use it! When you do run into trouble on
the highway, these flare kits will afford you the protection you need. In
fact, many states have laws that require three warning devices for vehicl'es
parked on the side of the road. The Grote Flare Kit consists of a durable
steel case, a steel frame with two double face reflectors in each frame plus
a red flag. Shipping weight 6 Ibs $10.95

71-BO DOUBLE FEMALE HOSE CONNECTOR - This Double Female Hose
Connector makes your water hose completely versatile no matter where
you are. You can hook on to your neighbor's hose or to a water Y and even
hook two of your hoses together leaving female connectors on either end.
Most veteran trailerists carry no less than two of these with them at all
times. Shipping weight 2 ozs $.60
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183-TYM LEG-O-MATIC CHAIR - Here is an unusually high quality and
remarkably sturdy folding chair made specifically for the trailer. It folds
down to the size of the seat for compact storage in large drawers or floor
of wardrobe. Ideal for extra'guests, and can even be used outside the
trailer. Sturdy hardwood frame, kapok'upholstered seat covered with heavy
vinyl covering. Folds down to 6" wide and 19112" high. Shipping weight
10 Ibs , .$11.95

241-ST RUBBERMAID SINK MAT - The Rubbermaid sink mat is designed
to fit into the bottom of your sink. Serves a dual purpose of keeping your
sink from getting scratched as well as cutting down on the breakage of
dishes. For those of you who have double sinks in your trailers, we would
certainly recommend two. The size is 10%" x 12%". Shipping weight
15 ozs..... $1.39

239·0W SINK DIVIDER MAT - Fits all twin,sink dividers. Cushions the
divider and helps prevent breakage of glasses and dishes. Top of mat hand)'
for scouring pots and pans. Your choice of red, white, yellow, pink, turquoise
and sandalwood. Shipping weight 1 lb .. $1.69

15-REX RUBBERMAID NEAT-N-TIDY BUCKET - Wally always said it didn't
make sense to travel without a bucket and this Neat'N-Tidy bucket is the
result of searching for the one that does the job best. The Rubbermaid
bucket is unbreakable, rust-proof and dent· proof. It won't scratch floors or
furniture and has a convenient pouring spout on both sides of the bucket.
You'll find at least a thousand uses for a bucket while traveling in a
trailer. Many trailerites carry two on every trip. Shipping weight 2 Ibs., $2.00

236-MT BOSOM FRIEND FOR FOLDING MONEY - For that secure feel·
ing when the lady of the trailer is carrying the family bankroll. The Bosom
Friend will keep your extra money safely tucked away inside your bra. It
is soft, plastic-lined and can in no way be detected through clothing. You
won't even know you have it on. Even if you should lose your handbag,
your money is safe. The Bosom Friend is convenient too, no need to
bother about changing purses every time you change costume. The Bosom
Friend really makes good sense. Shipping weight 4 ozs $1.25

145-WRR CORDOMATIC CLOTHESLINE REEL - We like to call this our
dual purpose clothesline reel ... you can use it anywhere ... on the road,
at home, indoors or outdoors. The compact, aluminum reel pays out up to
twenty feet of sturdy, 300-lb. test plastic clothesline. Pull out only the
amount of line you need. Retracts automatically and disappears inside the
reel when not in use. Another unique feature is the lock-ring on the side.
Simply loop the line around the lock-ring and it supports even the heaviest
wash loads. This little item ends clothesline clutter forever. Shipping weight
2 Ibs..... $3.95
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157-TBE FLUSH-MOUNTED CORDLESS ELECTRIC CLOCK - A Wally Byam
Store exclusive! Now you can have an accurate electric clock in your trailer
without electricity! This decorative clock is easily installed over the refrigera
tor, or over the broom closet. In many instances people have installed them
in the roof lockers of their trailers. The works are imported from West
Germany and will run for a year on one ordinary flash light battery. It has
an easy-to-read black face and gold hands. An accurate decorative timepiece.
Shipping weight 1 lb .... $16.45

141-YARM HOOVER PIXIE 12 VOLT VACUUM CLEANER - A good vacuum
is a must for the travel trailer --,- here is the latest trailerist's helpmate. The
Pixie is amazingly lightweight - only four pounds (without attachments).
Comes complete with the extra long 19-foot power cord, flexible attachment
hose, furniture brush, dusting brush and crevice tool. When Caravanning in
all parts of the world, dusty roads simply cannot be avoided. Andy Charles
says he can now face the end of a day's run and in no time have his Air
stream spic and span. Shipping weight 9 Ibs..... $49.95 with attachments.
1410 for 11OV AC $39.95

THERMO-SERV CUPS AND TUMBLERS - Thermo-Serv ... America's most
beautiful insulated serving ware created especially for the trailer traveler.
The cups have removable handles which quickly transforms them into a
cocktail glass. Insulated ware completely eliminates the condensation accu
mulation on the outside and at the same time keeps your ice cubes from
melting too rapidly (this is important since most trailer refrigerators have a
relatively small ice cube capacity). High quality Thermo-Serv ware is chip
proof, break-proof_ Can be safely washed in automatic dishwashers when
you are at home. Available four in a pack in 2 shades of green or in black,
gold trimmed.
213-WTO Cups Green, set of 4, shipping weight 2 Ibs.
211-BBY Cups BI/Gold, set of 4, shipping weight 2 Ibs.
214-WTO Tumblers, Green, set of 4, shipping weight 2 Ibs.
212-BBY Tumblers, BI/Gold, set of 4, shipping weight 2 Ibs.

100-TMX FLEX-O-L1NE- A compact, portable interior clothesline. This is
one of the handiest of all trailer accessory items. It is made of pure germ
free sanitary surgical latex tubing braided together_ Stretch the Flex-Q-Line
between two hooks approximately four feet apart, then simply slip the
clothes between the stretched strands. Ideal for the daintiest of clothes since
there are no clothespins needed. Specially designed for Wally Byam Stores.
Use directly over the bathtub or in the shower. Shipping weight 3 ozs... $1.25
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107-WTS JET DISHWASHER - Helen Byam Schwamborn recommends this
handy little item. The Jet Dishwasher conserves your precious water supply
while it helps you do the dishes faster and without getting your hands in
harsh detergents. Fill the hollow handle with detergent, press the button,
and a small amount of detergent squirts on the dishes or pans as you
clean them easily with the brush. The removable nylon bristles can be re
placed with a wire brush for scouring those hard to clean skillets and
broilers. Makes dish washing much easier. Shipping weight 9 ozs .... $2.98

88-0S EDLUND CAN OPENER - If you are one who wants to take good
old American food with you when you're traveling through Mexico, better
take along the best can opener available. This Edlund can opener is the
best one that Wally could find and he looked allover the world! Takes the
whole top completely off the can in a wink and rolls the edge so there are
no sharp edges. It works as well as any wall-hung opener but the Edlund
takes very little space in your cutlery drawer. Shipping weight 8 ozs., $1.49

240-WB RUBBERMAID SOAP DISHES - Another high quality Rubbermaid
product which not only adds to the tidiness around your sink, but actually
saves soap. Keeps the sink clean and the soap out of water. Comes in
yellow, turquoise, white or pink. Shipping weight 3 ozs.. $.25

195-WO SQUARE PLASTIC BOTTLES - While in Mexico on a Caravan,
Wally sent back word, "We've got to do something about the milk con·
tainers. Glass bottles break and cardboard cartons rub through and we
have got an unholy mess!" These new square type plastic bottles completely
eliminate this problem. They will not break, will not rub through. They take
up less space in the refrigerator too and are completely tasteless, odorless
and easy to clean. You'll always feel safe when you carry liquids in these
containers as the screw caps prevent leakage. Veteran trailerites would
never be without a supply of these plastic bottles. They have learned to "fill
their top shelf with them even though some are empty, to eliminate tip
overs. They come in one-quart and two-quart sizes.
195-WO 1 qt., shipping weight 4 ozs ..
196-BA 2 qt., shipping weight 6 ozs ..

210-0RX SLlP-X BATHTUB SAFETY TREADS - The National Safety Council
records prove that bathtubs are the source of thousands of injuries every
year. Don't take a chance on slipping and falling in your bathtub or shower!
Slip-X adhesive back treads will reduce this hazard. Can be applied in
minutes using your own pattern. They will last for years, and the pure
rubber treads will not mildew. Slip-X overcomes many objections found in
vacuum cup rubber mats. Available in white to blend with all bath decors.
Shipping weight 5 ozs... $1.98
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201-ARO

201-ARO WEST BEND OVENETTE- Now you can bake on the top of your
range without the, necessity of lighting your oven. The Ovenette does the
same job as your oven, but uses much less butane. Comes complete with
six individual muffin pans, roast pan, cake pan and a pie pan. Compact
and easy to store, it is widely used in the travel trailer field. Made by one
of America's foremost manufacturers of high grade aluminum ware. Ideal
on hot days when you don't want to heat up the trailer. Peggy Pebbles,
Wally Byam Caravan Club field representative, says she wouldn't think of
traveling without her Ovenette. Shipping weight 6 Ibs..... $9.50

101-MEX DRIP DRY HANGERS - Here is another item uncovered by
Wally and Stella Byam on their travels to Europe by trailer. Specifically
designed for drying wash-and-wear or drip dry clothes. This inflatable
hanger increases air circulation around garment for faster drying and
eliminates creases and wrinkles caused by clothes pins or ordinary wire
.hangers. When inflated it is a standard size hanger, and deflates for easy
storage. Helen Byam Schwam born tells us that she is constantly getting
requests from Caravan Club members for the source of this particular item.
Shipping weight 3 ozs .... $1.00

190-BMS FEATHERWEIGHT IRONING BOARD - If you have ever tried to
use a regular home size ironing board you will certainly appreciate this
featherweight ensemble. Imagine an ironing board only 36" long, and 12"
wide which will fold up flat to the thickness of approximately 2" and stores
easily in a wardrobe. Comes complete with folding rubber-tipped legs, a
ventilated air cooled top, heavy, knitted white cotton pad and a silicone
heat reflecting cover wrapped in a plastic cover saver for storage purposes.
Virtually indestructible, should last a lifetime. Replacement pads and covers
are available for only $1.00. Shipping weight 8 Ibs.... $4.95

205-AM STAY-ON ASH TRAYS - Whether you smoke or not, ash trays
are an absolute necessity. And there is no better ash tray for trailers than
the good old "bean bag" type. They sit firmly on any surface, are not
easily tipped over and of course, non-breakable. Andy Charles doesn't smoke
but he always carries a couple of "bean bag" ash trays in his trailer for
guests. Shipping weight 11 ozs..... $1.00

199-ARX REFRIGERATOR CONTAINER PACKS - Here is a handy little
item which was recommended to I,lS by Christine Charles, Andy's teenage
daughter, which only proves you should never overlook the wisdom of youth.
These square one-quart containers have air tight lids and stack easily. Ideal
for storing extra portions in your refrigerator and as "blockers" to fill empty
shelf space to keep things from shifting. They can also be used for freezer
containers at home or in your trailer. Pack of 6, ship. weight 11 ozs., $.98
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26-SE SALT & PEPPER SHAKER WITH PEPPER- No more spilling salt
and pepper while your trailer is in transit! These handsome, genuine milk
glass shakers have a unique polished brass screw-on cap that not only keeps
contents from spilling, but keeps it dry for easy pouring in any weather.
The pepper shaker comes filled with the finest granulated pepper which
Andy Charles, our Airstream gourmet, would never be without .. _it tastes
freshly ground! Pepper is highly refined to eliminate dust, it can't even
make you sneeze. Pepper refills are available in 12 ounce tins at only $1.00.
Shipping weight of set 12 ozs $1.00

242-YW WATERLESS HAND CLEANER - Now get grease, oil and grime
off hands faster, easier and without water. This waterless hand cleaner goes
right to work to get out deepest dirt, contains lanolin and is gentle to hands_
Much safer than using thinners and solvents. Simply apply like a hand
cream and wipe dry with paper towel or rag ... hands are sparkling clean!
Comes in five ounce tubes. Keep one in your glove compartment and
another in your trailer trunk compartment. Shipping weight 6 ozs..... $.69

146-BBM SPRINGMAID SHEETS - These are heavy gauge cotton percale,
pre-shrunk sheets made by the foremost manufacturer of bedding. Three
popular sizes: % fitted sheets, 48" x 75"; the twin fitted sheet, 33" x 75";
and the top flat sheet, 61" x 108". The fitted sizes can be adapted to fit
virtually all beds in travel trailers, and eliminate the problem of bed clothing
falling off. When Wally first used the fitted sheets, he said "I finally slept
one night with warm feet."
146-BBM % fitted sheet, shipping weight 2 Ibs $3.49
147-WRB twin fitted sheet, shipping weight 1 lb $2.99
148-WTO top sheet, shipping weight 1 lb $2.99

ll-WTR RUBBERMAID TOILET BRUSH - Caroline Costello's reaction to
this deluxe toilet bowl brush set was, "Stock them by the thousands; every
trailerite should have one!" This is a sanitary rubber brush with a plastic
handle. Stores compactly in a non-porous caddy that can be secured to the
floor behind the toilet and no amount of vibration can shake it loose.
Molded of one-piece plastic, no nooks or crannies to hold dirt" or bacteria.
Gentle, protective rubber prevents marring. We agree with Caroline. There
should be one in every trailer. In pink, turquoise, yellow or sandalwood.
Shipping weight 2 Ibs $3.98

192-BWM ROLL-A-MATIC MOP - There is no further need for getting down
on your hands and knees to scrub out your trailer. Our Roll-A-Matic squeegee
type, live rubber mop lets you do an excellent job standing up. Saves hours
of labor. The full length mop handle folds in the center for easy storage.
Ideally suited for any floor surface whether in your trailer or at home_
Shipping weight 3 Ibs $4.95
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57-YYT

217·YMW YANKEE REAR VIEW MIRROR -Wally, Art Costello and Andy
Charles have been continually on a search for the best rear view vision mirror
to use while towing a trailer and this one meets their rigid specifications. A
well made, all chrome-plated mirror with full 6" x 9" safety vision, no-glare
glass which is easily installed and easily removed when not towing. Will
enhance the appearance of any automobile, and can be adapted to all models.
There are no screws or bolts necessary and yet the mirror remains tightly
attached to the car until you want to remove it. Extra heads are also available.
Rear view mirror, shipping weight 3 Ibs $7.50
218·WSA mirror head, shipping weight 2 Ibs $3.25

249-WTW SLEEPY·HEAD-REST- The new Sleepy-Head-Rest provides neck
and head support for both comfort and safety. Use it in your car to relieve
neck strain on long trips ... slip it over your favorite chair for TV viewing or
reading ... take it on picnics or to the beach for comfort. The resilient
cushion is filled with 100% poly-foam. The strong, lightweight steel frame is
adjustable for height and position to fit any car seat or upholstered chair.
Removable, zippered cover comes in checkered gingham with harmonizing
vinyl trim. Choice of five colors ... red, green, blue, black or white. Shipping
weight 2 Ibs.. $3.95
57-YYT AIR GUIDE AUTO COMPASS- A smartly styled auto compass in two
toned gray case. Self-contained flashlight cell provides illumination for night
reading at the press of a button. Mechanical dial is easy to read whether
mounted above or below the windshield. 23,4" high; bracket length, 31!2". The
compass comes with an adhesive mount, making it simple to install in any
area of the car. Why be in doubt as to the direction you are traveling? Recom
mended for use by Around The World Caravanners. Shipping weight 2lbs. $7.50

253-WB BIG, COLORFU L POST- RETIRE TO ADVENTURE! By Harrison
CARDS - Dropping a line to family M. Karr-Here is a book about trailer
and friends is easier and more fun traveling that is sure to warm the
when you dash off a note on these heart and excite the imagination.
full color picture postcards. The big, Beautifully written, "Retire to Adven
43;4" x r postcards provide ample ture" is the graphic and moving story
writing area and large, dramatic travel of how two people in their sunset
trailer scenes in glorious color to thrill years have found fun and excitement.
the folks at home. Shipping weight Certain to make you itch to take off
3 ozs. Assortment of six, $.50 and see for yourself the fascinating
TRAILER TRAVEL HERE AND places in the U. S., Canada and
ABROAD By Wally Byam - Even the MexIco, vIsited by Professor and Mrs.
most experienced traveler will learn Karr. Hard cover, $3.95 postpaid.
much about world travel from the 303 RAND MCNALLY CAMPGROUND
pages of Wally's famous book! Every GUIDE - Without a doubt the best
page bristles with exciting stories and family camping directory available.
first·hand reports. Filled with dra- Over 150 pages of complete, up-to
matic pictures of Canada, Mexico, date information on the location,
Central America, Europe and Africa. facilities and activities in more than
Packed with valuable information for 7,000 campgrounds in the United
the traveler by the world's most States and Canada. The 44·page color
famous trailer traveler. Must reading atlas takes all the guesswork out of
for everyone! Cloth·bound, hard getting there. Handsomely bound,
cover. $5.75 postpaid. hard cover. $2.95 postpaid.
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AIRSTREAM JEWELRY

Distinguished jewelry exclusively for Airstream owners! One of
America's leading custom jewelers was commissioned to design
this distinctive line of handcrafted accessories. The intricately
detailed Airstream is fashioned of pure sterling silver then
mounted on rhodium, chrome, brilliant enamels and other fine

materials to create jewelry that is as beautiful as it is practical.
Excellent gift item for all occasions.

1

232-WWY

228-WRE

PAGE 15225-YET

226-BAS Round Broach, rhodium plated with sterling silver, ship
ping weight 1 oz.... $4.95*

227-BTS Spray Broach, rhodium plated with sterling silver, ship-
ping weight 1 oz $4.95*

231-BMM Tie Bar, sterling silver, shipping weight 1 oz $4.95*

232-WWY Key Protector, rhodium plated with sterling silver, ship-
ping weight 1 oz $2.25*

228-WRE Earrings, sterling silver, shipping weight 1 oz $3.95*

229-YMB Money Clip, sterling silver, shipping weight 2 ozs.
$5.95*

233-YMB Cuff Links, sterling silver, shipping weight 2 ozs. $5.95*

230-YRY Belt Buckle, sterling silver, shipping weight 2 ozs.
$7.95*

223-SM Lapel Pin, sterling silver, shipping weight 1 oz... $1.25*

234-YYE Zip-O-Lighter, chrome plated with sterling silver, new
thin design, shipping weight 2 ozs $5.95*

225-YET Bolo tie, blue enamel with sterling silver, shipping
weighf 3 ozs..... $5.95*

*Plus 10% Federal Tax.



ARMOUR STAR LITE FOODS

Armour has combined space age technology and food preparation skill to

produce delicious foods that do not require refrigeration. Imagine' tender

steaks, chops, eggs, vegetables and other vital foods in convenient lightweight

containers that you can store any place. Star Lite foods are prepared by a

combination of fast freezing and a dehydration process. The result is hearty,

nutritious food that tastes fresh! Easy and quick to prepare by anyone. Andy

Charles has personally tried each of the foods listed here and he definitely

recommends that the Wally Byam Around the World Caravanners include a

supply of these foods before they leave the States. Order ahead, so you'll

always be sure of having some on hand.

,$2.60

. $2.35

$2.40

.$2.00

. $2.20

, . $1.10

" .$2.00

Pork Chops, shipping weight 1 lb .

Beef Steaks, shipping weight 1 lb.

Scrambled Eggs, shipping weight 1 lb.

Gravy and Sliced Beef, shipping weight 1 lb.

MAIN DISH ITEMS

244-WMS Swiss Steak Dinner, shipping weight 1 lb .

245·WAW Pork Chop Dinner, shipping weight 1 lb.

246·WAA Ranch Style Breakfast, shipping weight 1 lb.

247-WBE

248·WYB

249-55

250·WBE

COMPLETE MEALS

253-WBE 244-WMS248·WYB251-WBE244-WMS

STEWS251-WBE

Vegetable and Beef Stew, shipping weight 1 lb. $2.00

252-WBE

Chicken Stew, shipping weight 1 lb. .....$2.00

253-WBE

Rice and Chicken Dinner, shipping weight 1 lb., .. $2.00

254-RE

Chili with Beans, shipping weight 1 lb . . $1.50

255·RE

Shrimp Creole, shipping weight 1 lb .. . . . . , , , , , . , . , . $1.50
255-RE

245-WAW252-WBE254·RE246-WAA
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MAIL ORDER FORM
WALLY BYAM STORES

North Dixie Highway, Sidney, Ohio • Phone: 492-9175

Date _

Ship To (Print) -----

Street Add ress

City Zone State

ITEM
QUAN.

ARTICLECOLORPRICETOTALNO.
SIZEEACH

Total for Merchandise

Ohio Residents Add
Because C.O.D.'s add to your cost and almost always

3 % for Sales Tax
arrive when no one is at home to receive them, we are asking you

toenclosepaymentwith your order.AllShipping & Handling
items from the Wally Byam Stores, however, are sold with a prompt money-back guarantee_

Total Amount Enclosed
-- -

- - ----- ---------

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHART ... It is easy to figure postage, insurance, shipping and handling charges. Just total the
weights of all the items you have ordered and refer to the Parcel Post Zone Table below. To avoid delay, use this handy order form
and be sure to include shipping charges. They are only a small portion of handling and delivery costs ... we pay the rest! Due to the
nature of our products, it is possible that on many occasions the shipments will have to go out in more than one package, and therefore
might not all arrive on the same day.

PARCEL POST ZONE TABLE

ZONE 2

ZONE 3ZONE 4ZONE 5ZONE 6ZONE 7ZONE 8

Ohio

IllinoisDelawareAlabamaColoradoArizonaAlaska
Indiana

MarylandArkansasFloridaIdahoCalifornia

Kentucky
MichiganConnecticutNew MexicoMontanaHawaii

West Virginia
MissouriGeorgiaNorth DakotaNevadaOregon

New Jersey
IowaTexasUtahWashington

North Carolina
KansasWyoming All U.S.

Pennsylvania

Louisiana Possessions
South Carolina

Maine
Tennessee

Massachusetts
Virginia

Minnesota
Wisconsin

Mississippi
District of

Nebraska
Columbia

New Hampshire
New YorkOklahomaRhode IslandSouth DakotaVermont

First Two Pounds

.33.35.39.45.51.58.64
(or Part) Each Additional

.05.06.08-.10.13.16.19
Pound

Canada - All Provinces: .80 for First Two Pounds - .30 for Each Additional Pound
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NOW YOU CAN STOP TRANSMISSION OVERHEATING!
New Hayden Trans-Cooler keeps transmission
cooler, ends danger of transmission 'burnout.'

Engineers and transmission mechanics agree heat is the major

cause of transmission failure. The new Hayden Trans-Cooler

removes excess heat before it can build up to cause trouble. The

Hayden Trans-Cooler cools the transmission fluid separately, hold

ing the temperature below the oxidation point of the fluid. The result

is a cooler, more efficient transmission without contamination of

the engine cooling system. Separating the engine cooling system

and the transmission cooling system means water or coolant will

never leak into the automatic transmission and costly repair jobs

are eliminated. Put a Hayden Trans-Cooler in your car now ... enjoy

smooth, carefree driving wherever you go. $63.75

HERE'S HOW THE HAYDEN TRANS-COOLER WORKS

Hot oil (A) coming from the transmission flows through (8) the
standard transmission oil line which connects directly to the line of

the H,!yden Trans-Cooler (C) and in so doing by-passes (D) the
standard radiator cooling system. Cooled oil (E) flows back into
transmission.

Hayden Trans-Cooler should not be ordered by mail, since it requires instal
lation, but it is available for immediate installation on your car at either
Airstream factory and at most Airstream dealers' service departments.



206 SONY MICRO-T.V. - The world's finest transistorized portable television,
and so completely adapted to the travel trailer field. Will play on either 1l0-v
A.C. current or 12-v car or trailer battery. Our Engineering Department tested
this and finds it pulls only 8/10 of an amp on 12-v which means it could be
run for three days, day and night and still not run down a fully charged battery.
A battery pack is available as an accessory item for use in a boat or in the car
to entertain the youngsters in the back seat. Produces a mirror-clear picture on
a five inch screen and will receive at least 40 miles from the transmitting sta
tion on its own self-contained antenna. Weighs only 8 Ibs., shipping weight
10 Ibs $189.95

280 Rechargeable Battery Pack for portable use, shipping weight 6 Ibs. $39.95
281 Car or Accessory Kit, shipping weight 7 Ibs. $44.95
278 Luggage Style Carrying Case, shipping weight 3 Ibs $12.95
279 12-v Car/Trailer Adapter Cord, shipping weight 1 lb $17.95
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